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Arizona Quotes 
 
Head Coach Niya Butts 
“We played a lot better down the stretch than we played in a while. Our team faced adversity tonight, 
and we got the win. In our previous game, we responded to the adversity as if we were down by 20. 
This game, we battled. Our guard play was great tonight. It was just a really good team win and I’m 
happy about that. I was disappointed with our rebounding. Kudos to our team for finishing tonight.” 
 
“We played better in the second half. Shanita (Arnold) made some adjustments and played how we 
want her to play that position. Our rebounding got better and we also played better defense.” 
 
“That’s a little high (UCLA’s 76 shots). They shot that many more shots than we did because they 
were rebounding. If they are going to shoot that much more than us, we are going to need to shoot a 
high percentage, and we did tonight.” 
 
“(On getting the crowd into the game) That’s just my nature, I’m a high energy person. The crowd has 
been great this year. They have been here all along. I know that they are important to what we do, 
and they get behind us. There is no better sixth man than the crowd.” 
 
“This is a great win for us. We hadn’t done this in eight years, so it is great to get a win against them. 
It gives us confidence. This isn’t necessarily a message to the country but a message to our locker 
room. We were down by six twice, and we closed the game out. That’s huge for our confidence, and it 
will be momentum for our game this Saturday.” 
 
Junior Guard Davellyn White 
“We have never beat UCLA during my time here. We’ve come close the last couple of times but we 
really wanted to win this one. The opportunity was there and we took advantage of it. We 
remembered the feeling we had after last game, and we didn’t want that again. We just stayed poised 
for this game and got the win we needed.” 
 
“(The offensive output) was great. When we play like that, anything is possible. Coach emphasizes 
moving the ball in practice all the time. If we can move the ball around that well we will be successful.” 
 
Senior Guard Reiko Thomas: 
“All of my teammates and coaches were positive tonight. We knew they were going to go on their 
runs, and we knew we would come back with a run on our own.” 
 
“It’s nice to see the support that we get from our fans. We know that they want what’s best for us. It’s 
a great feeling to know that they have our backs.” 


